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K
Catalogue
Name in publication
number
number
101
- Not part of the hoard
107
574 Pyramid-fitting in gold with filigree and garnet cloisonné. [Cast
copper alloy core].
133
335 Hilt-plate in gold. [Cast copper-alloy liner].
189
77 Pommel in cast silver, of cocked-hat form with double sword-rings,
gilded low relief decoration, and mounts with filigree and a gemsetting. [Pewter core in sword-ring].
204
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
211
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
214
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
259
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
280
1 Pommel in gold, of cocked-hat form with filigree decoration . [Cast
copper-alloy core].
283
243 Pair of hilt-plates in gold of oval form with garnet bosses. [Cast
copper alloy liner].
299
27 Pommel in gold, of cocked-hat form, with filigree decoration. [Cast
coper-alloy core].
306
63 Pommel in silver, of cocked-hat form, with filigree decoration. [Cast
silver core].
353
14 Pommel in gold, of cocked-hat form, with filigree decoration. [Cast
copper-alloy core].
369
184 Hilt-collar in cast silver, of high form, with line and puch decoration,
gilding and black niello inlay. [Copper alloy liner].
457
2 Pommel in gold, of cocked-hat form with filigree decoration . [Cast
copper-alloy core].
479/3
336 Hilt-plate in gold. [Copper alloy liner].
497
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
563
244 Pair of hilt-plates in gold of oval form with gemmed bosses. [Cast
liner of copper alloy].
680
40 Pommel in gold, of cocked-hat form, with filigree and one side
cloisonné decoration. [Cast copper alloy core].
Continued

K
Catalogue
Name in publication
number
number
709
283 Hilt-plate in gold of oval form [copper corrosion liner fragments]
761
371 Hilt-plate in cast silver of oval form with gilding. [Silver rivet]
763
600 Fragments of a large sheet covering in silver with multiple panels of
animal art and gilded borders.
781
- Fragment considered to be modern.
900
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
949
663 Silver cast boss. [Corroded shank].
1042
458 Mount in gold of rectangular form with filigree decoration. [gripping
remains of plate of copper alloy].
1079
413 Mount in gold from a tip of a hilt-guard. [Copper-alloy core-liner]
1104
- Fragment considered to be modern.
1135
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1184
494 Mount in gold of rectangular form with garnet and glass cloisonné
decoration. [Copper alloy staining, possibly small remains of
backplate].
1201
575 Pyramid-fitting in gold with filigree and garnet cloisonné. [Cast
copper alloy core].
1230
273 Hilt-plate in gold with a boss. [Copper-alloy liner]
1279
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1284
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1315
[131] Small piece of copper alloy found during cleaning of catalogue no.
131 [Hilt-collar of gold, of narrow form, with filigree decoration].
Left in situ renamed K1965.
1438
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1454
190 Remains from one or possibly a pair of hilt-collars cast in copper
alloy with gilding, imitating filigree wire.
1455
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1472
671 Silver-gilt boss. [Copper alloy core].
1511
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1526
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1543
669 Silver boss. [Pewter core].
1581
691 Small fragments of copper alloy.
1688
641 Gold boss with filigree collar.
1695
242 Four fragments of cast copper alloy, with gilding, imitating thick
beaded wire, possibly from one hilt-ring or a pair.
1702
669 Silver boss. [Pewter core]
1704
669 Silver boss. [Pewter core]
1754
645 Gold boss with filigree collar. [Silver core]
1753
[619] Copper alloy fragment inside boss 619 – probably intrusive.
1873
190 Remains from one or possibly a pair of hilt-collars cast in copper
alloy with gilding, imitating filigree wire.

The XRF analysis of the copper alloy objects and fragments in the
Staffordshire Hoard
Eleanor Blakelock
Abstract
There are over eighty copper alloy objects in the Staffordshire Hoard, most of which are
fragments. Some copper alloys were found within the gold and silver objects, such as
pommels and hilt-plates; these presumably formed structural support for the pieces during
use.
This study forms part of a larger English Heritage-funded research project on the
Staffordshire Hoard,1 and was funded by a grant from the Esmée Fairbairn Collections Fund.
The aim of this study is to analyse and classify the copper alloys in the Hoard using X-ray
fluorescence analysis (XRF).
The analysis has revealed that the vast majority of the copper alloy objects or fragments in
the Staffordshire Hoard are leaded tin bronzes. A small number of objects were copper,
leaded copper or brass. Pewter was also identified as a core for a set of four rivet heads.
Researchers have found that during the Early Saxon period there was often a larger range of
alloys used, with a high proportion of gunmetal objects seen, which has been attributed to
the recycling of the copper alloys available. 2 However in the Staffordshire Hoard no
gunmetal objects were identified, instead the majority are leaded tin bronzes with less than
1% zinc, which fit more closely to the copper alloy objects analysed from the Middle Saxon
period.3 It may be concluded that while the re-use of copper alloys does appear prevalent in
the Early Anglo-Saxon period, the limited range of alloys seen in the Hoard, and absence of
zinc in these alloys, suggests that recycling was not necessarily prominent in the Hoard.
Instead the copper alloys used may have been carefully selected for particular applications,
perhaps with regard to the metallurgical characteristics required.
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Introduction
There are over eighty copper alloy objects in the Staffordshire Hoard. Most of those present
are fragments and some were too small to analyse. Some copper alloys were found within
the objects, such as pommels and hilt-plates; these presumably formed structural supports
for the pieces during use.
In the Anglo-Saxon period a range of copper alloys were in use. There are several different
classifications for copper alloys based on their compositions or ratios. 4 however all use
arbitrary thresholds for what is actually continuous data with no distinct clusters. For this
report the nomenclature used by Bayleyis used; 5 tin bronze has more than 3 wt% tin
whereas a brass consists of an alloy of copper and more than 8 wt% zinc. Gunmetal has a
significant proportion of both zinc and tin present (above 3 wt% tin and 8 wt% zinc). Lead
can be added to all of the above, and a leaded alloy has at least 4 wt% lead present.
However the data will also be classified based on the thresholds of Pollard and colleagues of
1 wt% so that any influence from recycling can be discussed.6
This study forms part of a larger English Heritage-funded research project on the
Staffordshire Hoard,7 and was funded by a grant from the Esmée Fairbairn Collections Fund.
The aim of this study is to analyse and classify the copper alloys in the Hoard using X-ray
fluorescence analysis (XRF).

Methodology
In total fifty fragments or objects from the eighty-six objects and fragments identified were
analysed during this study (Table 1). In addition, a seventh century gilded copper alloy disc
mount (2013.LH.39 and 2013.LH.59.1) found in the same field as the hoard was also
analysed for comparison with the other Staffordshire Hoard copper alloy objects.
K101
K107
K133
K189
K204
K211
K214
K259
K280

K283
K299
K306
K353
K369
K457
K479/K3
K497
K563

K680
K708
K761
K763iii
K781
K900
K949
K1042
K1079

K1104
K1135
K1184
K1201
K1230
K1256
K1279
K1284
K1313

K1438
K1454
K1455
K1472
K1511
K1543
K1581
K1688
K1695

K1702
K1704
K1753
K1754
K1873

Table 1. List of the Staffordshire Hoard fragments or objects analysed in this study
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The XRF analysis was carried out on the surface of the metal using a Bruker Mistral M1
fitted with a tungsten X-ray tube and a silicon drift detector. The voltage used was 40 kV with
a current of 800 μA. For this project a new quantification method was created using the
0.7mm collimator and a count time of 90 seconds. Three or more areas on each object were
analysed and an average was taken, excluding results that had particularly high quantities of
iron, mercury or gold present. The alloying elements that were quantified included; copper,
tin, zinc, lead, arsenic, antimony, iron, mercury, silver and gold and these were used to
classify the objects using the above nomenclature. The spectra for each object analysed
was checked to identify the presence of other elements not quantified.
The MAC 2 standard was analysed each day the XRF was used, however this standard was
not representative of the composition of the copper alloy objects in the Hoard. It was
therefore only used for monitoring analytical precision of the instrument. No other standards
were analysed during this study, however the data are being treated as qualitative to
investigate wider trends in the data rather than rather than focussing on the absolute weight
percentages reported by the instrument.
The XRF signal derives from about 0.1mm depth of a copper alloy, and therefore any results
will be influenced by the corrosion products on the surface of the object, which will contribute
to the overall compositional signal received.8 Previous research has shown that the quantity
of tin detected will likely appear elevated, as it is immobile in most burial conditions and
therefore is often found enriched in corroded bronze substrate layers.9 Zinc on the other
hand tends to be preferentially depleted on the surface of copper alloy objects,10 however
other researchers have shown that this effect can vary depending on the alloy.11 When lead
is present in the alloy it tends to show increased quantities on the surface, which is
exacerbated by the fact that lead does not alloy evenly with the other elements present.12
For this report the quantified results for each individual artefact are not reported, instead the
type of copper alloy is identified and discussed. However the use of this qualitative dataset
allows the broad trends in alloys to be discussed.13
Results and discussion
A list of the objects and fragments analysed and the alloys detected is provided in the
Appendix. No significant quantities of arsenic or antimony were detected. Five of the objects
or fragments were not copper alloys but were silver alloys with high concentrations of copper
or in one case (K1754) was a thin layer of copper corrosion product (Table 3 in the
Appendix)
The majority of objects consist of tin bronze and with the exception of two objects (K1472
and K1438) they were all leaded (Table 2, Table 4 in the Appendix and Figure 1). The gilded
disc mount found in the same field as the Hoard was also a leaded tin bronze. Only five of
these tin bronze objects had more than 1 wt% zinc, and all had less than 2 wt% zinc present,
8
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which indicated that they were not mixed gunmetal. It is possible that dezincification may
have reduced the levels of zinc in the surface of these alloys, however the levels are
particularly low and other researchers have suggested that the presence of tin in an alloy
may inhibit this process.14 As mentioned above the quantities of lead detected tend to be
higher at the surface,15 which may result in over representation of leaded alloys; however
eight of the tin-bronzes had more than 4% lead, which does indicate that many of these
alloys are leaded.

Alloy

Bayley (1989)

Pollard et al. (2015)

Thresholds

Number of
objects
4

Thresholds

Number of
objects
2

Leaded copper

Above 8% Pb

1

Above 1% Pb

1

Tin bronze

Above 3% Sn

4

Above 1% Sn

1

20

N/A

N/A

Copper

Tin bronze (leaded)
Leaded tin bronze
Brass
Leaded brass
Gunmetal
Leaded Gunmetal
Pewter

Above 3% Sn and
between 4%-8% Pb
Above 3% Sn and 8%
Pb
Above 8% Zn

8
2

Above 8% Zn and 8%
Pb
Above 8% Zn and 3%
Sn
Above 8% Zn, 3% Sn
and 8% Pb
N/A

1
0
0

Above 1% Sn and 1%
Pb
Above 1% Zn
Above 1% Zn and 1%
Pb
Above 1% Zn and 1%
Sn
Above 1% Zn, 1% Sn
and 1% Pb
N/A

4
Table 2. The numbers of different alloys in the Staffordshire Hoard.
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Fig. 1. Frequency distribution histograms showing the distribution of copper and tin alloys in the hoard
based on the Bayley (1989) nomenclature (left) and Pollard et al. (2015) classifications (right).
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Zn

Roman
Early Saxon
Middle Saxon
Late Saxon

Pb

Sn

Fig. 2. Blades (1995) data for Roman, Early Saxon, Middle Saxon and Late Saxon copper alloys
plotted in a ternary diagram, which clearly shows the shift in alloy usage from the Roman and Early
Saxon into the Middle Saxon period.

Previous analysis has shown that most Anglo-Saxon assemblages generally have a wide
range of copper alloys, including bronze, gunmetal and brass usually with low levels of
lead.16 However some sites tended to have more specific alloys, such as the Avon Valley
cemetery which were consistently low tin bronzes,17 or the cemetery at Mill Hill, Kent where
over 60% of objects had over 5% lead.18 Other studies have shown clear changes during the
period (Figure 2); for example the copper alloys examined by Nigel Blades showed a clear
dominance of gunmetal in the Early Saxon period, but by the Middle and Late Saxon periods
there was more bronze and brass, and fewer gunmetal objects.19 It is generally thought that
the source for the majority of copper alloys in the Anglo-Saxon period was recycled Roman
scrap. However, trace element analysis has suggested that there may not always have been
repeated recycling of metalwork, as both nickel and arsenic remained high in some objects,
this suggests that there may have been a fairly fresh supply of copper entering Anglo-Saxon
Britain throughout the period.20 (Blades 1995, 194-197).
The distribution of copper alloys seen in the Hoard is remarkable with a high proportion of
leaded tin bronzes (Figure 3), and it seems to fit best with the range of alloys seen by Blades
16

Baker 2013; Caple 1986; Mortimer 1988, 1990; Mortimer et al. 1986; Nicholas 2015, 304-428; Pollard et al. 2015.

17

Brownsword et al. 1984.

18

Baker 2013, Parfitt and Brugmann 1987.

19

Blades 1995.

20

Blades 1995, 194-7.
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in the Middle-Saxon period. There were no gunmetal objects identified and very few brass
examples.

Zn
Early Saxon
Middle Saxon
Staffordshire Hoard

Sn

Pb

Fig. 3. Staffordshire Hoard objects compared to Blades (1995) data for Early and Middle Saxon
copper alloys, note how the Hoard objects also form two separate groups similar to the Middle Saxon
objects.

The absence of gunmetal in the assemblage appears unusual considering the Hoard was
most likely buried between 650-675AD, particularly when compared to the database of
Anglo-Saxon objects collected by Pollard and colleagues which suggested that the majority
of copper alloys in this period are gunmetal. 21 However it should be noted that for their
research they used a different copper alloy nomenclature which considers the presence of
tin, lead and zinc significant if they are above a the low cut-off value of 1%, this will artificially
increase the occurrence of gunmetal in an assemblage. Even so, when the Staffordshire
Hoard data is re-classified using their system only eight leaded tin-bronze objects were
reclassified as gunmetal, which suggests that the Hoard copper alloy objects are not being
heavily mixed. Instead it is possible the absence of gunmetal or brass and the dominance of
leaded tin bronze are more likely related to how the objects were made or used. During a
recent survey of copper alloy objects from RAF Lakenheath it was found that the alloy
depended on how the object was made; cast objects were leaded tin or tin bronze while
wires and sheets were more often gunmetal or brass.22 The majority of the copper alloys in

21

Pollard et al. 2015.

22

Nicholas 2015, 314-428.
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the hoard were cast, with only one piece of sheet K781 which was a copper, and most were
cores rather than decorative in their own right.
Only five objects were made from copper, with no tin or zinc detected, and of these only one
K1079 was leaded. Brass was detected in three objects (Table 2 and Figure 1), including the
suspected Roman finial K101 which was also the only leaded brass object. Research has
shown that there was a decline in the amount of brass used during the Roman period, with a
reduction from c. 37% in the first century AD to only 4% in the fourth century AD; therefore
the amount of brass in use was already low before the Early Saxon period.23 It is unlikely
that brass was being recycled on its own, as there is no decrease in the zinc content of
brasses, which would likely happen with the loss of volatile zinc each time the metal was
melted. It is therefore likely that new brass was being introduced into Britain as late as the
fourth century. 24 However there is no evidence that brass was being made, or imported,
during the Early Saxon period, suggested by the fact that the brasses present have low zinc
content.25 It is likely therefore that the brass objects in the hoard may have been made from
recycled Roman brass.
Within the hoard objects analysed there were four objects that were made from pewter, a
high tin alloy with both copper and lead (Table 2 and Figure 1). The four pewter objects
analysed were rivet cores (K189, K1543, K1702 and K1704) of a similar size and shape and
they all had silver sheet wrapped around them to form the head, they are probably
associated with silver hilt-plates. The rivet cores were roughly similar in composition with
over 78 wt% tin, and had comparable amounts of copper and lead present. The use of
pewter in the Early Saxon is rare, although it could be recycled Roman pewter.
Previous metallurgical studies of objects from this period have focussed nearly exclusively
on cast dress accessories, 26 although more recent work has been carried out on entire
assemblages. 27 The patterns seen in the analysed alloys may reflect differences in the
archaeological record or object type rather than changes in actual copper alloy use.
However there are also problems attempting to extrapolate a framework for Anglo-Saxon
non-ferrous metallurgy from a single site or assemblage, particularly one as small as that in
the Staffordshire Hoard. Wider research on larger and more varied assemblages is required
to provide the larger picture of copper alloy use.

Conclusion
The analysis has revealed that the vast majority of the copper alloy objects or fragments in
the Staffordshire Hoard are leaded tin bronzes. A small number of objects were copper,
leaded copper or brass. Pewter was also identified as a core for a set of four rivet heads.
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Researchers have found that during the Early Saxon period there was often a larger range of
alloys used, with a high proportion of gunmetal objects seen, which has been attributed to
the recycling of the copper alloys available. 28 However in the Staffordshire Hoard no
gunmetal objects were identified, instead the majority are leaded tin bronzes with less than
1% zinc, which fit more closely to the copper alloy objects analysed from the Middle Saxon
period.29 It may be concluded that while the re-use of copper alloys does appear prevalent in
the Early Anglo-Saxon period, the limited range of alloys seen in the Hoard, and absence of
zinc in these alloys, suggests that recycling was not necessarily prominent in the Hoard.
Instead the copper alloys used may have been carefully selected for particular applications,
perhaps with regard to the metallurgical characteristics required or for different classes of
objects as seen in the Roman period.30
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Appendix

K189
K306
K761
K763iii
K1543
K1688
K1702
K1704
K1754

Pewter
Silver alloy
Silver alloy
Silver alloy
Pewter
Silver alloy
Pewter
Pewter
Corrosion products

Copper

Tin

Zinc

Lead

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

++
+

+

++

++

++
++

++
+

Silver

Gold

+
+
+

+

+

Table 3. Listing the other objects analysed where copper is not the main component. + Indicates
where an alloying element was detected above the thresholds described on page 1. N.b. Tin ++ more
than 35%, Lead ++ more than 8%.
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Tin
K101
K107
K133
K204
K211
K214
K259
K280
K283
K299
K353
K369
K457
K479/K3
K497
K563
K680
K709
K781
K900
K949
K1042
K1079
K1104
K1135
K1184
K1201
K1230
K1279
K1284
K1315
K1438
K1454
K1455
K1472
K1511
K1526
K1581
K1695
K1753
K1873
Stoke disc mount

Leaded brass
Tin bronze (leaded)
Leaded tin bronze
Leaded tin bronze
Leaded tin bronze
Leaded tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Leaded tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Leaded tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Copper
Copper
Brass
Leaded tin bronze
Leaded copper
Brass
Copper
Tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Leaded tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Copper
Tin bronze
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Tin bronze (leaded)
Leaded tin bronze

Zinc

Lead

+

++
+
++
++
++
++
+
+
+
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
++
+

+
+
++
+
+
++
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
++
+
+

+
++

++
++
+

+
++
+
++
+
++
+
+

+
+
++
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
++
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
++

Table 4. Listing the copper alloy objects analysed and their alloys. + Indicates where an alloying
element was detected above the thresholds described on page 1. N.b. Tin ++ more than 35%, Lead
++ more than 8%.
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